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ABSTRACT

STRING THEORY AND NON-EMPIRICAL THEORY ASSESSMENT:

WHY EXPERIMENTATION MATTERS IN THEORY CHOICE

Josef Sy Opeda

Department of Physics

Bachelor of Science

After the successful discovery of the Higgs Boson by the LHC, physicists have
been eager for new physics. Its discovery culminated with the Standard Model
becoming one of the most successful theories of nature at its most fundamental
level. However, it is incomplete. One of the current problems that still looms
over physics is the question of unification. Quantum field theory and relativity,
our most successful theories in physics, cannot be reconciled with one another
and we do not have a working theory of quantum gravity. String theory is seen
by many as the most promising framework to unify QFT and relativity but
its problem is that many of its hypotheses are currently untestable. Richard
Dawid, physicist and philosopher, has proposed a set of non-empirical theory
assessment criteria to propose string theory’s acceptance into the canon of
physical theory despite of its lack of empirical verification. I argue that exper-
imentation is crucial to theory assessment and choice because it allows theory
to make contact with nature, which allows for further refinement. If string
theory’s conjectures continue to be untestable, or its own testable hypothe-
ses having produced no new physics of note, then it might be wrong, and we
therefore need to be expend as much energy on other alternatives. After all,
physics is a very expensive endeavor and we can be investing in other projects
that hold more promising avenues to new physics. Theories are successful
because they are able to discern facts about reality which are confirmed by
experimentation. Non-empirical theory assessment undermines the purpose of
our theories in science.
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Chapter 1

Post-LHC Era and the Quest for

New Physics

The last piece of the Standard Model, the Higgs Boson, was discovered by the CMS

and ATLAS experiments of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in 2012. With it

came a shift to a new era of physics, one often (and aptly) called the “post-LHC”

era. [1] The Standard Model became perhaps the most successful theory in physics,

with impact to every other field of physics. Over the past half century, the predic-

tions made by the Standard Model time and time again have been experimentally

verified with incredible precision at various particle collider laboratories across the

world. The Higgs Boson was its crowning jewel. But in the post-LHC era, we are

cognizant that there is still so much we have yet to uncover. While powerful, the

Standard Model is incapable of addressing some of the most pressing questions in

physics, with the ultimate goal of unification. The Standard Model is but a cog (but

an all-important one) in the grander quantum field theory (QFT). QFT, in tandem

with relativity, are the most successful overarching theoretical frameworks physics has

developed. While both have made incredible predictions that have been verified with

1
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exquisite experimental precision, they are irreconcilable. We lack a working theoret-

ical description of gravity at the quantum scale and the graviton—the fundamental

particle that mediates the force of gravity—has yet to be discovered. While theoreti-

cal and experimental physicists have been able to uncover evidence of the unification

of the electromagnetic and weak interactions—the electroweak—it still lacks a proper

solution for the unification of the electroweak with the strong nuclear interaction; a

grand unified theory (GUT). Reconciling a theory of quantum gravity and a GUT is

the current “holy grail” in physics, which would allow us to understand the universe

at its most fundamental level, a unification of our most successful theories in physics.

Although the successes of the Standard Model can be attributed to experimental

endeavors as much as theoretical prowess, the only candidate capable of superseding

QFT and relativity does not lend itself too to experimentation, if at all. The collective

theories that comprise what is called string theory make very unintuitive arguments

about the fundamental structure of the cosmos. However, its lack in experimental

predictive power is offset by the sheer power, beauty and elegance of its mathemat-

ics. Because of this and string theory’s growing popularity in the post-LHC era,

some physicists and philosophers of science argue for a shift to what they term post-

empirical physics. Richard Dawid, a prominent string theorist turned philosopher

of science, has proposed a new set of criteria to replace the current classical mod-

els employed by the various scientific institutions of the world. While the so-called

scientific method is but a loose and unstrict canon of methodology, theory choice

in the past century has been principally guided by an overarching ethos—accuracy,

consistency, scope, simplicity, and fruitfulness. [2] Along with an interpretation of in-

fluential philosopher Karl Popper’s principle of falsification [3], our experimental en-

deavors provided data and evidence for our theoretical frameworks. However, Dawid

has proposed a new set of arguments as criteria to shift theoretical physics to non-
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Figure 1.1 This is what the Standard Model would look like if we had
a working theory of quantum gravity that corresponds with the Standard
Model, which would allow the Standard Model to account for the graviton–
the theorized boson that mediates the force of gravity. Credit: Wikimedia
Commons
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empirical territory, with an increased emphasis on rational mathematical prowess.

His non-empirical theory assessment aims to push string theory to be accepted as

a working final theory of physics, despite its lack of empirical verification. [4] These

have uncanny consequences towards the future of physics as an empirical science.

I aim to address the problems and consequences that accompany the shifting of

ethos in theoretical physics. Indeed, the push for a so-called non-empirical era in

physics could critically undermine the principal purpose of our scientific theories. It

is equally troubling that string theory’s assertions demand the construction of particle

colliders larger than the LHC with no strong promise of experimental verification, if at

all, unlike the successful Standard Model. In spite of its lack of empirical verifiability,

string theory has received an increased support in the post-LHC era leaving few

avenues to explore alternative approaches beyond string theory. On this, physicist

Lee Smolin poignantly notes that while “string theory is a powerful, well-motivated

idea and deserves much of the work that has been devoted to it. If it has so far failed,

the principal reason is that its intrinsic flaws are closely tied to its strengths—and of

course, the story is unfinished, since string theory may well turn out to be part of

the truth. The real question is not why we have expended so much energy on string

theory but why we haven’t expended nearly enough on alternative approaches.” [5]



Chapter 2

String Theory: An Overview

In spite of its problems, for many, string theory represents the culmination of centuries

of physics: a grand final quest to understand the universe at its most fundamental

level. String physics initially began as a framework for the strong nuclear force in the

1960s, which physicists abandoned in favor of quantum chromodynamics. However,

some physicists would take this work that was not suitable for the strong nuclear

force because of its promising features as a theory of quantum gravity. [6] The theory

begins with the proposition that the point-like particles that populate the Standard

Model can be modeled as one-dimensional objects. We call those objects strings.

According to string theory, these 1D strings twist and turn and vibrate in different

and complex ways, and at scales larger than the Planck Length (10−34 m), they

appear to us as point-like particles. One of the many vibrational states of these

strings produces gravitons, the theorized particle that mediates the force of gravity.

This made string theory appealing as a candidate not only of quantum gravity, but

as a theory of everything, being able to describe the fundamental forces and matter

as manifestations of vibrating 1D strings without the messy mathematics of other

quantum gravity candidates.

5
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Figure 2.1 On short distance scales (or up close), the cable appears two
dimensional to the ant; on larger distances (or from far away), the ant’s world
seems one-dimensional.

The caveat to this, however, is that for the mathematics to be consistent, extra

dimensions of spacetime need to be introduced to the mathematics, with M-theory,

the predominant version of string theory, proposing a total of 11 dimensions. [6] The

reason why we cannot see these extra dimensions is through a proposed phenomenon

dubbed compactification, where some of these extra dimensions close up in on them-

selves to form very compactified loops. A common analogy used for these extra, yet

undetectable, dimensions starts by considering a powerline. From a sufficient enough

distance (or scale), such as birds flying overhead, or humans looking from afar, pow-

erlines look one-dimensional. However, for an ant traveling on the powerline, the

powerline presents itself as more than one spatial dimension for the ant to travel on.

(Figure 2.1) String theory asserts that these extra dimensions are just so small and

compact that only strings are able to move through them, but they are fundamentally

inaccessible, perhaps even to our most powerful instrumentation. Just like how the

ant perceives the powerline differently than us because of our difference in scale, so

it is with us and strings in relation to extra compact dimensions. They are inacces-

sible to a perspective limited to 4-dimensional spacetime (three of space and one of

time). [6]

The grander caveat is that while string theory presents the world in compellingly

beautiful mathematics, it exists almost solely in that rational realm. As discussed
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earlier, string theorists have yet to produce powerful experimental predictions to rival

QFT and relativity because the principal hypotheses that underlie string theory are

far beyond our empirical capacities. In fact, one of the only parts of string theory to

have been tested is supersymmetry (SUSY), has failed to produce any experimental

results to corroborate the theory. [7] The theory argues that bosons, particles that

mediate the fundamental forces, and fermions, particles of matter, exist in symmetric

relationships with what are called superpartners: for every boson in nature exists

a supersymmetric fermionic partner, and vice-versa. These superpartners would be

new and previously undiscovered particles not in our current Standard Model. So

far, the LHC has failed (and continues to do so in spite of continued experiments)

to discover any supersymmetric particles described by SUSY. [8] However, that has

far from defeated string theorists. Since the superstring revolutions of the 1980s and

1990s, string theory has remained a dominant player in the realm of theoretical high

energy physics and many of its supporters argue that there exists no other candidate

as powerful as string theory and proposed larger colliders might be capable of finding

those SUSY partners. As Nobel Laureate and physicist David Gross notes, “. . . the

real reason why people have got attracted by it is because there is no other game in

town. All other approaches of constructing grand unified theories, which were more

conservative to begin with, and only gradually became more and more radical, have

failed, and this game hasn’t failed yet.” (italics added for emphasis) [9] But not all

physicists and philosophers share the same enthusiasm.
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Chapter 3

Dawid’s Non-Empirical Theory

Assessment Criteria

Because string theory has received a fair (and increasing) amount of support from

the theoretical physics community, Richard Dawid has called for a new method of

assessing theories that lack empirical data in support of them. Dawid’s compelling

non-empirical theory assessment draws from three principal arguments which are

highly interdependent and have to be combined to generate a strong set of assessment

criteria, which he proposes and argues for in oft-cited papers published in the journals

Philosophy of Science and Foundations of Physics [4] [10]:

1) The argument of no alternatives.

2) The argument of unexpected explanatory interconnections.

3) The meta-inductive inference from other cases of predictive success.

While these share similar underlying principles with more classical methodologies

in theory assessment and choice, it pushes for a fundamentally different paradigm as

we will see in an overview of the three arguments.

9
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3.1 The argument of no alternatives

Argument (1) of Dawid’s criteria is the argument of no alternatives. While string

theory is not the only theory that deals with reconciling gravity with the other forces

(there being alternatives such as loop quantum gravity), it is the only extant model

that reconciles a theory of quantum gravity with some of the more advanced concepts

in modern particle physics, such as spontaneous symmetry breaking, non-abelian

gauge theory, and renormalizability. Other theories do not approach unification at

this level, so string theorists argue that string theory is the only truly viable candidate

theory. Dawid argues that this is specific support for the argument of no alternatives:

“First, alternative attempts to achieve consistent unification of nuclear interactions

and gravitation have been tested quite extensively in the 1970s and 1980s in the

context of supergravity theories. Today it is understood that supergravity cannot

provide a satisfactory solution to the problems of non-renormalizability that arises in

field theoretical attempts to carry out such unification. It can, however, be understood

as an effective theory (a good approximation at lower energies) of string theory.

Second, analysis within the framework of string physics could have but has not led

to the emergence of alternative theories. Third, there are vague alternatives that

even attempts to sacrifice very basic physical principles in order to find alternative

scenarios to string theory, if made coherent, lead back towards the string theoretical

approach.” [10] But even Dawid is aware of a powerful critique against theories that

seem to have no alternative, and that is the principle of underdetermination. The

fact that theoretical physicists have yet to devise a theory capable of competing with

string theory does not tell us that there are no other alternative theories capable of

working with unification at the level string theory achieves. Perhaps we just have not

found them yet. After all, human rational ingenuity is far from definitive. This is
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why argument (1) is followed by argument (2), which is the argument of unexpected

explanatory interconnections.

3.2 The argument of unexpected explanatory in-

terconnections

Essentially, what argument (2) proposes is that for a theory to be deemed successfully

convincing, it must have the capacity to uncover previously undiscovered connections

between various seemingly disconnected phenomena after the time of its initial formu-

lation. Dawid successfully argues that this principle has guided our theory selection

in the past and so thus presents a compelling point. The principle has effectively been

one of the reasons for our acceptance of QFT as one of our most powerful theories of

fundamental physical reality. QFT, through the Standard Model, has after all found

a lot of successes in discovering previously unknown connections and unifying the

various phenomena of the particle physics world, such as the previously mentioned

discovery by theoreticians of the electroweak unification, revealing to us that the

electromagnetic and weak forces are different manifestations of the same fundamen-

tal interaction. On this, Dawid notes that: “Sometimes, the introduction of a new

theoretical principle surprisingly provides a more coherent theoretical picture after

the principle’s theoretical implications have been more fully understood. This kind of

theoretical corroboration plays an important role in the case of string theory. Once

the basic postulate of string physics had been stated, a series of unexpected deeper

explanations of seemingly unconnected facts or theoretical concepts emerged.” [10]

After all, one of string theory’s inherent strengths is uncovering such connections be-

tween the various physical phenomena that have been previously undiscovered. (It is

a lengthy list that deserves its own treatment.) Despite the hefty toll of mathematics
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that functions on 11 dimensions of spacetime, no other theory has been able to unify

physics at the mathematical level like string theory has achieved.

3.3 Meta-inductive inference from other cases of

predictive success

However, argument (3) is required to support arguments (1) and (2) which, while

compelling, still lack as reliable indicators of a theory’s viability by themselves, once

again due to underdetermination. Dawid himself is aware that even the discovery of

unexpected interconnections is possibly due to some unknown or even deeper meta-

structural reasons that “do not enforce [any] specific theory”. Argument (3) links

(1) and (2) with existing empirical data. Called the meta-inductive inference from

other cases of predictive success, this argument relies on our currently established

foundational theories of QFT and relativity, which Dawid claims enjoyed theoretical

success because of their predictive capabilities even prior to experimental verification.

He uses the case of the Standard Model’s successful predictive mathematical modeling,

because (1) the theory did not have any equally satisfactory alternatives before its

core characteristics had been empirically confirmed, (2) the theory revealed significant

unexpected connections after its construction, and (3) the theory turned out to be

empirically viable in the end, culminating with the confirmation of the Higgs Boson.

Mathematical modeling gave rise to powerful experimental predictions that would

confirm what we now refer to as one of the most successful theories in science. Dawid

and string theorists hope that string theory will produce the same. Essentially, if

string theory succeeds with argument (1) and (2), argument (3) proposes that they can

be reliable indicators as inferential confirmation of a theory’s potential fruitfulness.

Dawid further argues that the existence of a very small number of possible so-
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lutions can explain why scientists were able to find empirically successful solutions

with the Standard Model in the first place: “Like arguments (1) and (2), the stan-

dard model’s predictive success indicates limitations to scientific underdetermination:

if large numbers of alternative theories with different empirical predictions existed,

physicists could have found many theoretical solutions which differed from the stan-

dard model and were empirically inadequate. It would then seem miraculous that the

predictively successful theory and none of its alternatives was found by the scientists

in the 1960s.” [10] Thus, we can understand why predictive successes (from argument

(3)) tend to occur in conjunction with arguments (1) and (2), with Dawid concluding

for string theory that: “If we observe that, within our research field, (1) and (2)

indeed tend to occur in conjunction with (3) whenever sufficient empirical testing has

been carried out, this justifies the conclusion that we work within a research field

where possible alternative reasons for (1) and (2) (which have been mentioned at

the end of the discussion of argument (2) ) tend not to apply: scientists tend to be

capable enough for finding alternative theories if such alternatives abound, and unex-

pected explanatory interconnections tend not to arise due to deep structural reasons

which allow for many alternative theoretical realizations. It therefore seems reason-

able to carry out a meta-inductive inference from the predictive success of theories like

the standard model to the probable viability of other so far empirically unconfirmed

theories where, just like in the standard model case, (1) and (2) are realized.” [10]

Fundamentally, what Dawid seems to be arguing is that similarities between suc-

cessful theories of the past, which enjoyed previous non-empirical theory status, and

string theory can give us confidence that string theory could be viable as a working

theory of everything in the present absence of any empirical verification. Given the

aforementioned examples of the success of the Standard Model, Dawid argues that

string theory ought to receive the same respect granted to QFT and relativity in the
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absence of empirical confirmation. [4]

The culmination of Dawid’s non-empirical assessment is the argument for what

is called a final theory. If string theory does indeed succeed as a theory accord-

ing to his non-empirical theory assessment criteria, then string theory is the aptly

called final theory of physics for two reasons: 1) string theory unifies the nuclear

interactions, electromagnetic, and gravity (the four fundamental forces discovered by

physics) as manifestations of a single entity (complete universality is regarded as an

overarching goal in theory building in physics), and 2) theory succession in funda-

mental microphysics throughout the 20th century has been driven by moving towards

testing smaller and smaller distance scales, wherein string theory predicts that the

string length (which is 10−35 m) can be construed as a fundamental minimal distance

scale [4] [10]. Therefore, string theory’s successes produce a final theory of everything,

with string theorists confident that future empirical data will conform to string the-

ory’s theoretical assertions, taking into account the successes of the Standard Model

as an archetype of the three arguments for non-empirical theory assessment.



Chapter 4

Crucial Experimentation in Theory

Assessment

The purpose of non-empirical assessment criteria is to sidestep the role of critical em-

pirical verification as an important aspect of modern theory assessment and choice.

Because we increasingly rely on accurate and precise mathematical theoretical mod-

eling (something that string theory takes strong advantage of) to guide our experi-

mentation in physics, prospective fruitfulness, in this case prospects of new physics, I

argue, needs to take a more central role in our decisions on which theories to choose to

pursue. But the logical rigor of empirical verification as an essential aspect of judging

the fruitfulness of a theory is being bypassed by an emphasis on rationalism and real-

ist propositions about the nature of mathematics and its correspondence with reality,

as is the case with string theory. What is immediately revealing about Dawid’s non-

empirical theory assessment is that the overall psyche and trend of the theoretical

physics community is towards favoring theoretical rationalism and making it the only

philosophical alternative available. While it is true that modern physics has relied

much more heavily (without undue reason, of course) on sheer mathematical theoret-

15
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ical modeling as a guide for future experimentation, the fact of the matter is that the

state of modern physics is messy and it is becoming increasingly imperative that we

adopt future-oriented criteria for theory selection that do not abandon the cruciality

of empirical verification, lest we fall prey to turning physics into mere philosophical

exercise rather than physics being an empirical science about the fundamental nature

of physical reality. Furthermore, what is telling about Dawid and the string theory

(and theoretical) community at large is that they expect physicist and layperson alike

to accept its very strong assertions about the fundamental nature of reality. How-

ever, if string theory fails to provide prospective fruitfulness because of its lack of

being able to make testable predictions, then is it even a theory worthy of choosing?

“No other choice” (with addenda) is not an epistemically honest answer, after all.

A fundamental question that arises from a consideration of Dawid’s non-empirical

assessment criteria is this: what is the purpose of our scientific theories?

4.1 Purpose of critical experimentation

In the post-LHC era of physics, string theorists such as Dawid are effectively proposing

a fundamental shift in the paradigm of what our theories are for and how they shape

our collective understanding of nature. In fact, non-empirical theory assessment asks

us to shift our collective acceptance of what constitutes as knowledge, in this case,

knowledge of nature at its most fundamental level. It is, after all, hard to deny the

relative successes of the power of human rationality to make predictions about nature,

particularly given the modern triumphs of QFT and relativity. So, string theorists are

not completely disarmed by the prospects of shifting physics towards favoring more

rationalist theory building. After all, theoretical modeling is what gave rise to crucial

experiments that would help create our frameworks of QFT and relativity. Indeed, as
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we have seen, Dawid relies heavily on the previous successes of the Standard Model to

build a case for non-empirical assessment criteria (especially with his extrapolation of

argument (3)). However, I argue that there are fundamental differences between the

successes of the Standard Model and string theory that Dawid’s arguments overlook:

critical experimentation is what ultimately led physicists to effectively induct the

Standard Model into the canon of physical theory. With it came a shift in our

collective knowledge of the fundamental constituents of physical reality. If anything,

the success of the Standard Model limits the viability of string theory as a theory we

ought to accept right now. I say that because string theory may as well be a crucial

part in developing a unified theory in physics (if there even is a unity, which is a

latter discussion I will not go into length in this paper). But their treatment of the

Standard Model as a triumph solely of the rational mind is critically limited by the

lack of acknowledgment towards the importance experimentation that were crucial in

our acceptance and capacity to further refine the Standard Model in the first place; it

isn’t regarded successful merely for its mathematical modeling. The fact that it was

able to predict the now-confirmed Higgs Boson is its crowning achievement—theory

finally met reality through experimentation.

4.2 Interplay of experimentation and theory

Contemporary philosopher of science Ivan Colagè is aware of the cruciality of experi-

ments in the furthering of science as an interplay between theory and experimentation

and the contemporary need to ground theoretical rationalism in nature and not mere

mental or mathematical exercise. On this, Colagè notes that: “Experiments consti-

tute a crucial step in the furthering of science in that . . . they allow for establishing a

concrete contact with reality, and because they may be regarded as attempts at real-
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izing and effectuating our theoretical hypotheses and suppositions about how nature,

or the portion of it specifically addressed, might be constituted. Therefore, the ex-

perimental activity acquires its particular cognitive value because of the relationship

it entertains with the theoretical dimension.” [11] Like myself, Colagè is interested

in what criteria is necessary for choosing which theories we ought to work with (and

thus invest in) going into the future. I argue that the cruciality of experimentation in

our adoption and continued use of the Standard Model is precisely because it made

predictions that could be experimented upon, allowing theory to make contact with

nature. This, as string theorists are painfully aware, is the important distinction

between the Standard Model and string theory. It was, after all, the prospective

fruitfulness of the Standard Model at the time, and the subsequent corroboration

between theoretical modeling and experimental verification, that made it a viable

theory in physics to work with. It does not require a stretch of the imagination to

see how theory and experimentation together play distinct but equally important

roles in developing, refining, and eventually accepting the Standard Model into the

canon of quantum field theory and acknowledging its contribution to knowledge about

reality. Not to mention, it was crucial experimentation that finally allowed us to elim-

inate competing Higgs-less versions of the Standard Model with the confirmation of

the Higgs Boson. [14] [15] No experiments to date have allowed us to know which

versions of string theory (and there are many) to keep pursuing and which ones to

abandon because string theory does not give us any experimental guidance on the

matter.

Ultimately, what scientific theories aim to achieve is providing us with conceptual

frameworks that both accommodate and aggregate experimental data into a cohe-

sive and understandable model. Far from a theory’s purpose is any sort of final

say on the knowledge we can acquire about a specific portion of nature. [13] Co-
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lagè likewise argues that theoretical efforts only accomplish their task when “they

unveil possible new challenges and research directions, when they single out aspects

that deserve additional inquiry, or when they suggest further experimental investi-

gations.” [11] The clear interplay between experimentation and theoretical modeling

becomes readily apparent. On the role of experimentation in the exchange, Colagè

notes: “Experiments must be accurately designed and must be designed according

to a theoretical view that suggests how the portion of reality with which we want

to experimentally interact might be done. . . . thus resulting in a key step for fur-

thering the research.” [11] From experimental results, the next key step is to reassess

theory and further refine it. Therefore, when it comes to theory choice, the capa-

bilities of any existing theoretical framework to open up new experimental prospects

and perspectives allows our theories to make continued contact with nature. This

is championed by the Standard Model with its successful predictions confirmed by

multiple experiments across decades. For instance, Murray Gell-Mann and George

Zweig both independently developed the theory of quarks as a way to address some

of the problems that surrounded protons and neutrons and the fundamental particle,

electrons. This guided scientists such as Richard Feynmann and James Bjorken in

1968 to run experiments at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center which confirmed

the three quarks Gell-Mann and Zweig predicted. This would be the beginnings of

the Standard Model’s experimental endeavors. [12]

4.3 Parallels between classical and non-empirical

theory assessment criteria

It is of note that Dawid’s non-empirical theory criteria has parallels to this more clas-

sically empirical interpretation of scientific enterprise. Modern physics, for the most
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part, has gravitated towards choosing theories that are (a) derived from existing the-

ories, experimental discoveries, and the relationship between the two, (b) capable of

unifying a number of accepted data (relevant to what it is trying to describe), thus

finding unexpected connections between previously unrelated phenomena, and (c)

have prospective fruitfulness in guiding the development and subsequent refinement

of our knowledge about nature. [11] This is not barring more relative criteria such as

aesthetic appeal of the theory (this is particular to physics because of its relationship

to mathematics and the historic drive theoreticians had in favoring certain mathemat-

ical concepts as signifiers of the possible truth value of a theory because of aesthetic

value), simplicity (which, I would argue, is hardly a reliable criterion because of the

vagueness of the concept), and so on. However, these three criteria, in a loose sense,

are what fundamentally guided the acceptance and success of the Standard Model in

recent history and why it was ultimately (and effectively) chosen.

Of course, it is to be stated that Dawid is making a normative argument here.

But his three arguments that make up his non-empirical assessment criteria for choice

choice rely on the historical context of the Standard Model in conjunction. [10] I

argue that the particular criterion that truly allowed the Standard Model to succeed

were not due to (a) or (b) alone (which have parallels to arguments (2) and (3) in

Dawid’s non-empirical assessment criteria). It was precisely because the Standard

Model was capable of describing the various data ran by subsequent experiments it

modeled that it further allowed for better theoretical modeling which led to novel

experimental inquiries that subsequently gave way to more theoretical refinements

and improvements. Try as Dawid and string theorists may, the Standard Model is

a triumph not only of rational theory building but of empirical experimentation as

a crucial element in theory building. String theory has yet to achieve that level of

theory to experimentation to further theory refinement that the Standard Model has
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and continues to achieve.
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Chapter 5

Prospective Fruitfulness and

Theory’s Contact with Nature

At the fundamental level, if string theory is thus far incapable of proposing novel

inquiries that we can design experiments upon, then it does not make contact with

reality. If it is not making contact with reality, then is it really helping us form honest

knowledge about nature at its most fundamental level? Does it help us uncover new

facts about reality or new puzzles to tackle?

5.1 Undermining the purpose of our theories

String theory and non-empirical theory assessment critically undermines the purpose

and function of our scientific theories. Because of string theory’s lack of refinement

and the tempering of experimental inquiry, it has no data to corroborate any of its

assertions about the nature of the cosmos with. It approaches metaphysics instead

of empirical science. Even if it is currently the only theory that is able to achieve

a unification of physics at a level thus far unachieved by alternates (the premise of

23
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argument (1) and what most string theorists gravitate towards in their favor), the

theory is fundamentally crutched by the lack of experimental data to even verify

if any of its working parts or assertions about specific aspects of physical reality.

In fact, one of the only truly promising experimental prospects string theory has

thus produced is that of SUSY. And thus far, the LHC and other colliders have yet

to discover these particles that supposedly exist as part of nature. This is critical

because if the physics community at large were to start moving towards a unification

of QFT and relativity, it will need to rely on crucial experimentation to refine that

framework. If a critical aspect of string theory, SUSY, has so far failed to make

accurate predictions about nature, then perhaps the framework is inadequate (in fact,

it is rather worrisome that instead of accepting that SUSY might be wrong and that is

why it continues to fail at predicting SUSY particles, many physicists are proposing

even larger and more expensive colliders to try to find those ever-elusive, perhaps

nonexistent, superpartners). [16] But because the rest of the framework continues to

fail in producing solid and fruitful experimental prospects, it is almost impossible

to further refine string theory as a viable framework of fundamental nature. In a

sense, what non-empirical theory assessment is telling us is that we should accept

string theory as an ad hoc theory of everything and hope that somehow in the future,

larger particle colliders will produce the data required for confirmation and further

refinement. Even as an ad hoc theory, it lacks in functional or pragmatic utility

because it cannot even inform us on where to look for new physics.

However, because physics is a seriously expensive undertaking (especially at the

level that is required to produce new physics post-LHC), where to divert research

funding cannot rely on a very loose interpretation of theory choice criteria that fa-

vors rationalistic principles and disfavors the value empirical experimentation adds

to theory choice and development. In fact, the underlying argument I am making
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is that we need to be critical and wary of assertions some theoretical physicists and

philosophers are proposing about choosing theories that have thus far failed to pro-

duce experimental success just because they are the only theory in town or they

have some esoteric mathematical elegance that requires the adoption of unintuitive

and empirically unproven assertions about nature (such as the 11-dimensional nature

of spacetime). It is precisely because physics is an increasingly expensive endeavor

that forming stronger normative criteria for theory assessment becomes immediately

imperative. Theories, after all, guide us where to look for new physics.

5.2 Why fruitfulness matters in theory choice

This year, CERN publicly unveiled plans for a new accelerator called the Future Cir-

cular Collider which is planned to be four times as long as the 27-kilometer LHC

(a staggering 100-kilometer diameter) with physicists hoping to achieve energies six

times more powerful than what the LHC is capable of producing. [17] While many

physicists, the string theory community among them, are excited by these prospects,

not all share the same enthusiasm, if at all. Among them we can find one of the

most vocal critics of the new project, theoretical physicist Sabine Hossenfelder, who

is far from convinced that probing the universe at higher and higher energy levels

will produce any new physics of note. Many physicists share her skepticism towards

the promises of theoretical particle physics. In fact, she was rather forthcoming in

her critique of the way CERN presented its new project to government officials, who

are responsible for producing funding to pay for the new collider, which is estimated

to cost upwards of 20-25 billion USD. [18] She notes that in the first half of the 20th

century, physics was able to achieve unprecedented success with a marriage of theory

and experimentation that went hand-in-hand until the 1970s. These would become
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Figure 5.1 The LHC pales in comparison to the sheer size of the FCC, but
is it worth the investment of more than 25 billion USD? Many physicists are
doubtful whether a larger collider will produce new physics. Credit: CERN.

the underpinnings of the Standard Model. However, after the 1970s, further exper-

imentation into the Standard Model merely confirmed already theorized particles,

with the Higgs capping the list. However, experimentation has failed to discover any

new particles to corroborate SUSY models or to discover the nature of dark matter,

among other problems that plague fundamental physics to this day. Theory guided

experimental progress, because the Standard Model directed us where to look with

our experiments. However, the reason why post-LHC particle physics is struggling is

because, as Hossenfelder notes, “... physicists have been careless when deciding what

experiments to make. Much expense and effort has been wasted this way already.

Mindlessly throwing money at bigger experiments in the desperate hope to recover

some of particle physics’ lost relevance is not the way forward. The lesson particle

physicists should have learned from 40 years of stagnation is to think more before

investing money.” [19] SUSY, and by extension string theory, fail to be fruitful in

guiding us towards experimental methods we can engage in to verify their hypothe-

ses. Is it really intellectually honest, then, to keep demanding larger colliders to test

theories that have no strong promise in helping guide physicists towards new physics?
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5.3 Honesty and integrity in theory choice

While particle colliders are still our best tools at peering at the universe at its most

fundamental levels, a new collider larger than the LHC might not even achieve what

the LHC failed to uncover. [19] [20] More alarming is what it says about the state

of theoretical physics as a whole and the shortcomings of theories which can use

mathematics to make predictions for just about anything. A recent example in history

is how in 2015, a mere statistical fluctuation detected at the LHC caused theoretical

physicists to rapidly churn out more than 500 papers in the mere span of eight months

to explain, what we can poignantly note, was mere noise in the data. [20] Scientists are

eager for new physics because the LHC has failed to produce anything of note other

than the confirmation of the Higgs Boson in 2012; it has not found extra dimensions,

it has not uncovered the nature of dark matter, it has not discovered SUSY particles,

and it certainly has not “unveiled the origins of the universe.”

It is rather worrisome that instead of refining our theories to better fit or ex-

plain experimental data and the subsequent lack thereof, theoretical physicists, many

adopting the various working parts of string theory such as extra dimensions and

SUSY particles, demand larger colliders rather than critical assessment of their the-

ories about nature. If nature refuses to give us the data that fits our modeling even

with our most powerful instrumentation, something even more powerful will only

achieve the same, which is effectively nothing. If string theory is not going to give

us new physics, then maybe we need to develop new theories to replace string theory

because being the only theory around is not sufficient enough reason to demand the

command of billions of dollars in research funding that could be directed towards

projects that have better prospects of producing new physics or further refining our

current theories. Of note are a possible major radio telescope on the far side of the
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moon, or a gravitational-wave detector in orbit (such as the European Space Agency’s

LISA Pathfinder mission). [21] Thus, favoring non-empirical theory assessment crite-

ria could critically undermine the direction of the field in finding new physics to work

with precisely because of an obsession and attachment to theory that far supersedes

experimental grounding. As Hossenfelder essentially notes, investments into physics

are investments into our future, and propping up theory far above experimentation

is a dangerous step towards undermining the purpose of our scientific theories. At

worst, it is a breach of scientific integrity and honesty.



Chapter 6

Black Holes and Non-Empirical

Theory Assessment

6.1 Rationalism and non-empirical theory assess-

ment

Rationalist theoreticians have a strong case for string theory’s capacity for possibly

predicting future phenomena and making accurate frameworks of reality by virtue

of sheer mathematics. As most recent history tells us, the correspondence of math-

ematics and nature are uncanny. Once again, skepticism towards the capacity of

mathematics to make startlingly accurate and precise predictions about the nature of

the cosmos were allayed when scientists unveiled the first direct evidence of a black

hole this year. This was a victory for relativity and Einstein’s Field Equations (EFE)

as it was a victory for rational mathematical theory. Not even a century ago, Al-

bert Einstein’s revolutionary theories of relativity predicted that light curves in the

presence of gravitation that were confirmed by the famous experiments carried out

by astronomer Arthur Eddington and his team during the 1919 eclipse a few years

29
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after the theory’s development. When physicist Karl Schwarzschild worked with find-

ing the first exact solutions to EFE, a mathematical anomaly popped up that had

worrying implications in physical reality. What his solutions identified was that for

a radius of any given mass, now called the Schwarzschild Radius, if that mass were

fit to be compressed within that radius, the effects of gravitation could overcome any

known force or degeneracy pressure resulting in collapse of spacetime itself and the

subsequent creation of a gravitational singularity so dense that even the photons of

light cannot escape with time behaving in ways hitherto thought impossible. Schwar-

wzschild had “discovered” black holes. However, at the time, both Schwarzschild and

Einstein disregarded what this had to say about physical reality, with Schwarzschild

effectively relegating it as a mere mathematical fluke. Unfortunately, neither Einstein

nor Schwarzschild were around when the Event Horizon project unveiled the first ef-

fective glimpse of a supermassive black hole, which is found at the center of the giant

elliptical galaxy, Messier 87.

However, it was not only the development of black hole theory that was dependent

on rationalist prowess. The titanic undertaking to image a celestial object that swal-

lowed light was guided principally by mathematical modeling that effectively allowed

the Event Horizon project to combine eight radio telescope arrays into a planetary

telescope, enhancing resolutions far beyond the capability of any one of those six

arrays could achieve on their own. What that allowed the Event Horizon Telescope

(EHT) to do was to image the accreting superheated matter that swirled violently

around the black hole, releasing high energy photons into space. What we got was an

image exactly of that, with the black hole demarcating the event horizon, the bound-

ary where light could not escape. It took nearly a hundred years (and five petabytes

of data) from Karl Schwarzschild’s first solutions to EFE to arrive at direct empirical

evidence for black holes, which were thought to be almost impossible, even the stuff
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Figure 6.1 This is the image of the supermassive black hole at the center
of the distant galaxy M87 which was imaged using novel experimentation
methods guided by theory. Credit: ESO/O

of science fiction.

6.2 Non-empirical theory assessment and black hole

theory

Dawid’s non-empirical theory assessment criteria would take this as a triumph of the

three arguments, just like he treated the Standard Model’s successes, as supports

for the viability of string theory. Indeed, non-empirical theory assessment has been

a dominant aspect in modern physics’ decisions on which theories to expend time

and effort pursuing. By the mid-20th century, black hole physics began to have an

increasing share of physicists and cosmologists working on overarching models and

theories towards our conceptual framework of black holes in spite of the lack of any

prospects of observing any aspect of black holes in space for quite some time. While

we did not have any experimental or observation evidence towards black holes, black

holes took a place in the canon of relativity and cosmology that received a good share
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of research funding and scientist support. Black hole theory was, for a long time, (1) a

theoretical framework that did not have any equally satisfactory alternatives before its

core characteristics had been empirically confirmed, (2) the theory revealed significant

unexpected connections after its construction, and (3) the theory turned out to be

empirically viable in the end, culminating with the imaging of M87’s black hole,

referred to as M87*, which confirmed our speculations of the existence of what was

once regarded as a mathematical absurdity. String theory is perhaps only a hundred

years away from being able to predict the future confirmations of extra dimensions

or SUSY particles. After all, what might seem mathematical absurdities to us now,

such as extra dimensions of spacetime, might well be empirically supported by future

experimentation. Argument (3) of Dawid’s criteria would refer to the successes of

black hole physics as an example of how we can make a meta-inductive inference for

the potential of string theory to achieve the same.

While the successes of relativity and black hole physics raise a glass to rationalist

assertions about how we are able to gain accurate and precise knowledge of nature

through sheer mathematics, culminating in the predictions of the existence of pre-

viously unknown or undiscovered phenomena in the cosmos, it is also a cautionary

tale of the critical necessity of experimentation in further refining our theories. While

black holes have been a staple of pop science and have been sensationalized by the

media throughout the past half century, it was not the only theory scientists were

working on to explain the increasing amount of data we were receiving from telescopes

around the world.

Theories such as Einstein-Rosen bridges (which held a prominent position as a

possible alternative to black holes to deal with the uncanny black hole information

paradox), fuzzballs (which is string theory’s answer to black holes, replacing a singu-

larity surrounded by a black hole with a tangled ball of fuzzy “strings” on the surface
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that produce the same effects as black holes, but with strings), boson stars (as you

can guess, stars made entirely out of bosons, the force carrying particles), gravastars

(shorthand for gravitational vacuum condensate stars, which claims that instead of

completely collapsing, a star’s matter is turned into an unknown form of ultra-dense

exotic matter through some complicated mechanism), and magnetospheric eternally

collapsing objects. Hailing back to my argument, it was necessary for physicists to

use relativity and modern instrumentational methods to produce a novel experimen-

tal method—the EFT telescope—in an effort to empirically probe the existence of

black holes.

6.3 EHT’s successes and the interplay of theory

and experimentation

Another point of note is that black hole theory was fruitful of novel experimentation

methods by virtue of its association with astronomy which is now further expanding

our horizons for new physics in relativity because of our deepening understanding of

black holes. As mentioned earlier, the EHT was an unprecedented achievement in as-

tronomy because it used a novel experimental methodology called Very Long Baseline

Interferometry (VLBI). As Colagè noted in a quote earlier in chapter 4, experiments

must be accurately designed according to a certain theoretical view because this is

what ultimately suggests how we experimentally interact with a certain portion of

reality. In this case, that portion of reality were black holes and the EHT’s VLBI was

what was designed to experimentally interact with that portion. Black hole theory

argues that swirling around black holes such as that of M87* are accreting discs of

superheated matter. Accretion discs are a feature black holes have according to the

theory and thus, the VLBI of the EHT had to be accurately designed according to
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the theoretical view that black holes have accretion discs composed of, as the theory

suggests, accreted matter (plasma) that turns into heat which eventually becomes

electromagnetic radiation that could be theoretically observed by the EHT.

VLBI works with a key concept in observational astronomy called angular resolu-

tion, which is a telescope’s capacity to distinguish narrowly separated objects. It is

represented by the mathematical formula R ~ lambda/D, where R is the resolution,

lamba is the wavelength, and D is the size of the telescope. Larger telescopes will

have smaller Rs. But the smaller R is, the better the angular resolution is. This

is important to astronomers because this allows us to increase resolutions of distant

objects in space, giving it the capacity to effectively see more distant objects in the

cosmos. As a comparison, the difference in resolution between our eyes, which have

about a 60 arcsec of a degree in visible light, and of the Hubble telescope, which

has a 2.4-meter diameter, allowing it to distinguish objects with an 0.05 arcsec of a

degree, is certainly vast in terms of capacities to peer into the most distant objects

in the cosmos. The EHT’s aim was to effectively distinguish the parts of the event

horizon of M87*. While massive (with a mass billions of times than that of our Sun),

M78* is very distant (roughly 53.5 million light years), requiring a telescope capa-

ble of resolving close to a 22 micro-arc-second angular resolution. Since black holes

produce high energy photons from across the electromagnetic spectrum, scientists

had to develop computer simulations to see which spectrum or wavelength of light

would allow us to see the black hole shadow—the separation between the accretion

disc and the actual black hole. Simulations of accretion discs directed scientists to

look towards the 1.3mm wavelength, which, according to modeling, would allow us to

see the black hole shadow where other alternatives would have been too faint or the

accretion matter would obfuscate the shadow itself. [22] [23] Using previously devel-

oped techniques, such as radio interferometry, scientists were able to come up with
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Figure 6.2 Two VLBI arrays that link radio dishes across the globe. The
GMVA observes at a wavelength of 3mm, and the EHT observes at a wave-
length of 1.3mm. The EHT reaches angular resolution (lambda/dp) of about
35 micro arcseconds, equivalent to standing in New York and being able to
read the date on a quarter in Los Angeles. Credit: ESO/O. Furtak .
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a novel experimental solution to the puzzle they had to solve in order to find direct

evidence of a black hole. Interferometry effectively allows an array of telescopes to

combine together to achieve higher angular resolutions without having to build single

large telescopes. The EHT employed the usage of telescope arrays the world over (as

is shown in Figure 6.1). Combining all those telescopes were two VLBI arrays that

linked the arrays across the globe, namely in North America, Hawai’i, Europe, South

America, and Antarctica. Scientists then turned those telescopes towards M87* with

highly precise synchronicity and timing at the level of a millionth of a second with

an exposure time that was synchronized to the Earth’s rotation. The vast distances

that separated the various telescope arrays allowed the EHT to increase its angular

resolution (where the D in R ~ lambda/D is the longest distance between any two

dishes at the EHT array) to a stunning 35 micro arcseconds and allowed the EHT to

observe light at the 1.3mm wavelength. [23]

Just like the Standard Model, black hole theory made predictions about an aspect

of nature that allowed scientists to develop novel methods of inquiry. The success

of the EHT collaboration in imaging a black hole is largely due to the fact that

black hole theory and relativity are able to guide scientists on where to look. This

makes black hole theory, and relativity alongside, a fruitful theory because it not

only makes predictions about aspects of nature, it is also able to guide scientists

on how to experimentally interact with black holes. Unlike string theory, which is

empirically stagnant, black hole theory, and relativity by extension, have been further

refined and aspects of it can be regarded as accurate theories about the cosmos.

The successes of the EHT, just like the successes of the Standard Model, are not

archetypes for non-empirical theory assessment, but in fact further solidify the crucial

role experimentation plays into theory development. If anything, the imaging of

M87*, while having confirmed some of our hypotheses about the nature of black
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holes, is far from a final say on the true nature of these cosmic behemoths. More

research is just about to begin.
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Chapter 7

Why Experimentation Matters in

Theory Choice

In concluding this paper, I wanted to emphasize that this does not discount at all

the contributions string theory has provided the framework of physics. However, it is

dishonest to push for a theory’s acceptance based on criteria that wrangle historical

context as a way to bypass empirical standards in science. While it is true that

mathematics’ relationship with physics allows us to create precise and accurate models

of nature, the history of science equally tells us that mathematical power is not always

enough to grant us true knowledge of nature. It is only when our theory makes contact

with nature that we are able to know whether our theories are good descriptors of it.

This is not to say that I am strictly taking an instrumentalist approach to scientific

choice in a field that is dominated by realist theoreticians. I merely hope that a lot

heavier consideration be given towards theories before we choose to pursue them,

because, as I mentioned, where to divert physics funding is integral to the discovery

of new physics and the future as an empirical scientific enterprise. If scientists need to

rely on practically dishonest rationalist assertions about the kinds of answers we can

39
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get from theory, then it is fundamentally at odds with the purpose of our scientific

theories. It is not a secret that many theoreticians place an almost religious zeal

to the protection of their theories, rather than accept the facts that perhaps their

theories are just not right.

As an example of this, I pointed out that the LHC, which was supposed to find

SUSY particles, has thus far failed to produce any—majority of which were supposed

to be discovered around the energy range of the LHC. Not only that, the LHC has

so far failed to detect any extra dimensions. Instead of physicists abandoning SUSY

and extra dimensions, they propose larger, more expensive colliders with promises of

finally finding those SUSY particles or extra dimensions. It becomes at once clear that

what many theoretical physicists are doing is favoring theory principally because of

relative criteria, influencing institutions and laypeople alike that what they are doing

is somehow going to lead us to new physics. If SUSY particles cannot be found

in energies we are already capable of achieving on Earth, what tells us that larger

particle colliders with even higher energies will?

However, the strengths of Dawid’s non-empirical theory assessment for string the-

ory is not to be underestimated because it is certainly appealing to many physicists.

While non-empirical values have guided our theory choices, as was the case with the

Standard Model and black hole theory, it was crucial experiments that allowed us to

allow our theories to make contact with nature, thus providing us with novel exper-

imental methods that gave us new data to work with. Refining theory ought to be

the goal instead of holding on to realist but unfounded mathematical prospects. The

Standard Model is successful not solely because of its theoretical power but because

it was able to give us workable predictions that produced observational results that

corroborated the theory. In fact, the reason why we regard it as one of our most

successful theories is exactly because of the dynamic interplay between theory and
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experimentation that guided the Standard Model to where it is today. The same

can be said about the overall development of black hole theory, culminating, but not

having the final say, on the first image of a black hole’s accretion disk.

As famed historian and philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn has pointed out,

throughout history, theory choice in science has been as much a social enterprise

as it has been to empirical methodology. If more physicists and laypeople at large

are increasingly skeptical towards the theoretical aspects of physics, then perhaps

awareness could be raised about the critical nature of theory choice in science as a

social enterprise. Where we divert precious funding, and therefore investments into

the future of physics, is imperative because we may be ignoring other critical projects

that could actually produce new physics. More normative criteria for theory choice

needs to accommodate prospective fruitfulness of theories as a guide to allow us to find

theories and puzzles worth our time and effort. Even though physics relies heavily on

mathematical modeling, the history of science shows us that mathematics is far from

definitive as a tool to understand the fundamental inner workings of our universe. The

hope is to find alternatives to string theory that could perhaps account for SUSY-

less models of the cosmos and abandoning thus far unsupported concepts such as

11-dimensional spacetime. Until physicists push for finding new avenues instead of

building larger colliders, physics as a science is at risk to mob psychology.
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